TRUE BLUE
STAY TRUE TO YOURSELF!
ZEN CHIC

ZAP!
FLASH!
MODERN TWIST!

Brigitte gives us purpose and inspiration.
With her beautiful modern fabrics we are able to make great designs!

As denim gets more hauteur, it spreads its wings not only into the collections of the high-fashion highway, it also shows up in the quilt fabric world with increased frequency.

True Blue captures all the different hues we love about jeans - from white over a pastel washed-out blue to powder blue, classic indigo to darker shades like midnight blue and nearly black. Modern reminiscences of Dutch Delft tiles make for beautiful large floral prints. Combined with medium-scale coordinates that are part geometric-part organic and small-scale blenders, Zen Chic’s True Blue offers everything a quilter’s heart or a denim lover could want.

brigitteheitland.de/
TRUE BLUE by ZEN CHIC

Admirals Blue

Chambray

Indigo

White Blue

100% Premium Cotton
26 Prints
JR’s, LC’s, MC’s and PP’s include two each of 1622, 1623, 1626 and 1624-18.

Delivery: April, 2017